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Abstract: To test convergence between European Union member states at the United
Nations, several analysis are made at different scales. Instead of taking the European Union
existence as a starting point, it is here considered as a hypothesis that needs to be confirmed.
Using cartography and social network analysis, it shows that the so-called convergence
appears at a larger scale than the EU, and that a couple of member states remain apart from
this convergence.
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Introduction

Studying states voting behaviour at the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) is usual in certain academic fields and in certain countries. Quite strangely, France and geographers (French but not only) showed little interest to this question. From a geographical point of view, this topic appears as a fascinating playground to examine the evolution of the world-system by using quantitative methods.

Since the sixties, many mathematical methods (factorial analysis, hierarchical clustering, multidimensional scaling etc.) were used to highlight regional effects at the UNGA

1. The interest for the European Union (EU) is more recent but the last years are marked by an impressive academic production related to this topic. But geographers remain quite silent. Our main hypothesis is that UNGA is a powerful tool for political geography to describe and try to explain the contemporary world.

---


This paper aims to apply on this subject one of the most important geographical concept, the concept of scale\textsuperscript{4}. A phenomena existing at one particular scale (e.g. EU) can perfectly be the reflection of a phenomena existing at a larger scale (e.g. Council of Europe). For example, the official website of the EU claims that the convergence between member states at the UNGA is so high that EU can “speak with one voice”. Nevertheless, you could perfectly imagine that this convergence is a global process between all European states or inside all regional organizations (ASEAN, Mercosur etc.).

This paper is organised in three parts. The first part deals with the data and the methodology chosen. The second part considers the global evolution of voting behaviour between 1985\textsuperscript{5} and 2007. The final part studies the European convergence at four different scales (National behaviour, EU 15, EU 27, Council of Europe).

\section*{Data choice and treatment}

Many options are possible for the data’s choice. The simplest solution – consider all votes and all countries – is never used, as far as we know, for several reasons. First, partial votes (votes on a word, a sentence or a paragraph) bring many redundancies.\textsuperscript{6} Second, many votes regarding disarmament or Palestine are nearly unanimous and keeping them would only reinforce the marginal situation of Israel and United States at the UNGA. Regarding countries, an option often chosen is to eliminate countries to do not participate to the vote on a given threshold (generally greater or equal to 30%). This option can be discussed. It is possible to consider that absent states share some particularities (failed states, war, Least Developed Countries) and form a sort of group by default.

I kept all votes on resolution where the YES does not overtake 95\% of the vote cast. I also kept all countries, whatever is the ‘do not participate’ percentage. Members temporally


\footnote{1985 means the session 1985-1986. I used the same convention all along this paper.}

\footnote{Martin ORTEGA (source quoted) used them but it doesn’t seem to change a lot the results.}
excluded from the UNGA are not taken into account (e.g. South Africa before the abolition of apartheid).

The period studied goes from 1985 until 2007. Starting a couple of years before the Berlin wall fall provides a useful counterpoint to the present situation.

Per session, I created an Excel sheet with countries on rows and resolutions on columns. Then this table was transformed in a similarity matrix giving the percentage of similar votes between each pair of countries.

This method might seem too simple because the distance is not properly evaluated between countries. Let’s consider three countries A, B and C voting on a resolution; A votes YES, B abstains and C votes NO. With this method, the political distance between A and b is the same than between A and C (0% of similar votes). However, we can consider that B is closer to A than C. Many methods were proposed but all stumbled on an obstacle; how consider the ‘do not vote’? It is a real problem because the meaning itself of this choice changed the last years; it used to be a ‘soft’ no, it became during the last sessions a proof of absence.

On the other hand, results obtained with this simple and understandable method are not significantly different from the results we get with more sophisticated one.

Of course, this method is mainly a descriptive one. It should be considered as a preliminary step before a more thematic and qualitative analysis (text of resolution, explanation of votes etc.).

The global situation

The UNGA is here considered as a dynamic system. Relations between actors take place in a global arena and, before studying a particular group, studying the UNGA as a whole seems important.

Comparisons can be misleading if we forget to consider two complementary facts; First, the number of UNGA members increases during the last years (159 in 1985, 179 in 1992, 192 today). Second, the number of votes studied, on contrary, decreases during all the period (126

---

7 See for example the index proposed by LIJPHART A. in 1963 (« The Analysis of Bloc Voting in the General Assembly: A Critique and a Proposal », *The American Political Science Review*, vol.57, n°4, p.902-917) that is still useful today.

8 This evolution is clearly appearing when we consider votes on human rights in a given country. China for example used to not participate on vote during the 1980’s, it’s no longer the case.
in 1985, 46 in 1992 and 53 in 2007). A way to avoid this problem is to use a tool frequently used in ‘Social Network Analysis’, density\(^9\). A graph is told complete when all possible links between actors are present and the density is then equal to 1. When the number of nodes increases, the density tends to decreases – getting all possible links between 5 actors is more common than with 100. As the graphs considered are not directed (if A votes like B then B votes like A), density \(d\) is calculated this way:

\[
d = \frac{L}{(N \times (N-1))/2}
\]

The following graphs show the relational links between UNGA members in 1985 and 2005 when 10% of all possible links remains – it represents 88% of similar votes in 1985 and 91% of similar votes in 2005. Colour of nodes is related with the regional group\(^10\). Isolate nodes were deleted to improve the readability of the figure.

---


\(^10\) Colours used are black for the African group, yellow for the Asian Group, green for Latin American and Caribbean Group, blue for Western European and others groups and red for Eastern European Group. Countries that don’t belong to a regional group are in white (in 2007, Kiribati and United States).
Two groups clearly appear; the Non Aligned Movement (note the presence of Cyprus, Malta and Yugoslavia) and, partially linked to the first one via Nicaragua and Syria, the socialist group. Only a couple of links joins the different EU member states. A part of the Nordic group is also present. The regional aspect of these linkages is clearly apparent for some of these sub graphs.

---

11 The algorithm used by the software package (Netdraw) puts together nodes that get the same behaviour. The larger is the distance on the graph, the greater is the political distance between two states.
Twenty years later, the situation is completely different. The group located on the bottom right is the nonvoting one (Chad, Kiribati etc.). European countries become an impressive interconnected sub graph including Cyprus and Malta (and New Zealand!). A reason that can partially explain this expansion is simply the rising number of European countries (Baltic countries, Czech Republic and Slovakia, implosion of Yugoslavia, entrance of Andorra, Liechtenstein, Monaco, San Marino and Switzerland). The Non Aligned Movement block is less compact than it used to be and a slow process of regionalization regarding South America seems to appear.

To sum up, on a world scale, a convergence appears between European states, including European Union, and revealed by an impressive interconnected sub graph. In the following part, we focus at different scales on Europe itself.
A European convergence? Or a European Union one?

If convergence is so high between EU member states, as EU officials claim it, it seems possible to make a small cartographic experience. Just by looking figure 3, the aim of the game is to guess which of these three countries are parts of EU.

Of course, the choice of countries is partially arbitrary. Anyway, it seemed interesting to study the ‘Franco-German couple’; their importance in the EU construction can hardly be contested. Two complementary information are mapped; the institutional situation of the country regarding the EU (member, agreed candidate, other) and the percentage of similar votes with one state used as a reference. This last point has to be clarified; it doesn’t mean for example that in 1993 Italy votes like Germany (or that Germany votes like Italy). Taking a state of reference is simply a way to get an understandable map, but the only comment possible is Germany and Italy in 1993 share at least 95% of similar votes.

It appears that France has its own national diplomatic strategy at the UNGA. Votes on nuclear issues explain this particularity and results would have been identical with United Kingdom. Both are nuclear powers, both get a permanent seat at the Security Council and both seem to believe they can have their own place in the world system.

The German diplomacy is completely different. Convergence with Southern, Nordic and Eastern Europe is obvious. The case of Iceland presents many similarities with the German one. From a diplomatic point of view, at the UNGA, Iceland could perfectly be a EU member state.12

Two geographical limits clearly appear; Mediterranean Sea on the South side, Russia and Turkey on the Eastern front.

---

12 I made these maps before the Icelandic candidacy. However, you get very similar maps, at least regarding the number of dots, with Andorra, Liechtenstein or Norway.
Figure 3: Voting behaviour of France, Germany and Iceland in 1993, 2000 and 2007.
Changing scale allows completing these first observations. The following graphs show the relations between the 43 members of the Council of Europe. Choosing an institutional group allows avoiding *ad hoc* group creation (UE + Norway + Iceland etc.). To get comparable results, the period studied is shorter and only states that belongs to the Council of Europe and to the UNGA from 1993 until 2007 are considered.

The rising convergence between nearly all member states – and its neighbours – clearly appears and so the marginal position already mentioned of France and United Kingdom. Another interesting fact is the evolution of Cyprus and Malta. Until the end of the 1990’s, they both used to vote with the Non Aligned Movement – both are members of it, and Cyprus is now the only EU member state which is also member of the Asian Group at the UNGA. In the last years, their positions are becoming more and more ‘European compatible’.

Figure 4: At least 95% of similar votes (1995-1996)

Density in the graph above is extremely low: only 2.5% of all possible nodes are present.

---

In figure 5, the density reaches 25% of all possible links. Spain and Greece are now connected but each with one link only. France and United Kingdom remain isolated, like Turkey. The core of the graph contains a majority of EU member states but both candidates and other states are also present.

The figure 6 provides a synthesis on graph density at three different scales.

When we consider EU 15, unanimity rises slowly until 1998 and then remains stable around 80%. That means that, when we consider the graph of relations at the threshold of 80%, all member states are linked together (complete graph). More interesting is the aspect of the curve EU 27. The convergence is rising much more quickly and the relation is a linear one ($r^2 = 0.916$). New member states seem to adopt the European Union voting behaviour quite easily. On contrary, this type of process does not concern the Council of Europe. It seems obvious that Russia and some of its neighbours have a radically different diplomacy at the UNGA.
Conclusion

The convergence between some European Union member states and some others European states clearly exists at the UNGA. It is of course possible to explain that its neighbours adopt EU positions but it seems harder to prove it. When topics of votes are taken into account, a trivial fact appears. Unanimity is often possible because some votes do not have any consequence. On contrary, when a vote implies national consequences, then unanimity vanishes. National strategy of France and United Kingdom clearly illustrates this position. Of course, a thematic approach is clearly needed to complete these methods. A further step is to link these results that mix all types of resolutions with a thematic approach. Preliminary cartographic tests on votes dealing with situation of human rights give interesting results.
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